Naphill & Walter’s Ash Gazette
Cover Pictures - Guidelines for Photographers
Do you have a favourite magazine, maybe a photography magazine that you look forward to
receiving each month? I know that I do. And much of the pleasure and the anticipation of the
magazine’s content come from the image on the front cover.
The photographs used on the cover of the Naphill & Walter’s Ash Gazette can give as much
pleasure to readers and it would be good to think that the photographs could be so good that
readers collected Gazettes in the way that people collected National Geographic magazines!

Local photographs
As the Gazette is a local magazine, the cover picture needs to be ‘local’. The definition of
‘local’ I have chosen encompasses views of, and events in, local places that readers of the
Gazette might see or walk to day-to-day: the ones I have chosen include:
Naphill, Walter’s Ash, North Dean, Hughenden Valley, Hughenden Park, Downley Common,
Naphill Common, Bradenham and Small Dean. (RAF Parades and Displays – to include High
Wycombe).
I believe that this area offers an amazing diversity of subjects as it is all within the Chilterns
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

Copyright
As the photographer, you will always retain copyright of your photographs.
By submitting your photographs to the Gazette you are granting the Editor permission to
reproduce your photograph as a cover picture for the Gazette at no cost to the Editor or the
Gazette.
Your photographs may require cropping and adjusting to fit the format of the Gazette and the
requirements of the printer of the Gazette.
By submitting your photographs to the Gazette you are granting the Editor permission to
make these modifications to your photographs.

Technical
To match the format of the Gazette, your photographs need to be in portrait format or
square format. The printer requires photographs that are 350dpi (not less than 300) when
cropped to suit the layout of the Gazette. Your photographs should be ready to print as a
JPEG or TIFF or PSD file.
All photograph files should be renamed in the following format (this is to help up credit the
photographer and find images quickly)
Your name_Subject/Location_your original file number
e.g. Peter Davis_Promrose_img2356
Send photographs to Paul Goby Goby (Photographic Coordinator) by email at
photo@naphillandwaltersash.org.uk. Please do not resize your image (especially not to send
for email), we will take care of that for you.

Further Help
If you need any further information please contact Paul Goby (Photographic Coordinator) by
email at photo@naphillandwaltersash.org.uk.
Sonia Goby
Editor – Naphill and Walters Ash Gazette

